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Introducing structured thinking techniques to help you communicate complex ideas



Let's start your journey toward clarity

Build some foundations

Rework an email

Introduce us and our approach

Exploit ideas in your work



> 25+ years’ experience helping 
experts communicate complex ideas

> Trained at McKinsey in Hong Kong

> Approved by Barbara Minto

> Lead a team of 7 structured 
communication experts

> Based in Sydney

Davina Stanley, Clarity First



Great business 
communication 

uses synthesis to 
drive progress

> Provides clarity
> Offers high-quality insights
> Drives business velocity



Synthesis involves taking complex and varied ideas
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And asking the right questions
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Why are we communicating?

What is the question?

What is our answer?



To offer a clear and compelling story

The answer that means the most.

What we’re communicating about
Why we’re communicating about it

Supporting points



Frank N Stein

[RSVP Needed] Big Data Day Preparation Session: 10am 6 May at Barangaroo

Hello everyone,

The combined Insurance and Chief Data Office team will be presenting at the 
Big Data Day on 27 May and need to finalise our presentations before hand.

Please let us know by tomorrow if you can come to Barangaroo at 10am on Friday 6 May 
so we can sort out the final details.

At the meeting we will:

1. Agree messaging for each of the sections that we discussed last time 
(please bring any drafts you have prepared for discussion)

2. Decide who will ‘own’ each section of the pack  
3. Sort out logistics for rehearsals and the Big Data Day itself

Feel free to take the bus, which will leave Sydney Olympic Park at 9.30, or make your own 
way to Barangaroo.

Regards,

John

Provides (just) 
enough context

Focuses on one 
relevant idea

Organises 
supporting ideas 

logically

Let’s start with the small stuff



Please let us know by tomorrow if you can come to 
Barangaroo at 10am on Friday 6 May so we can sort out 
the final details.

Agree messaging for each 
of the sections that we 
discussed last time (please 
bring any drafts you have 
prepared for discussion)

Decide who will ‘own’ 
each section of the pack  

Context The combined Insurance and Chief Data Office team will be presenting at the Big 
Data Day on 27 May and … 

Trigger need to finalise our presentations before hand.

Question How do we finalise our presentations?

Sort out logistics for 
rehearsals and the Big 
Data Day itself

Provides (just) 
enough context

Focuses on one 
relevant idea

Organises 
supporting ideas 

logically

… and connect some theoretical dots



Storylining eradicates the Chain of Pain  

Request 
paper

Write

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Finalise 
paper



To be safe ….

More stuff

Stuff

More stuff

More stuff

More stuff just in 
case

Why not this too?

Might as well …
They might want that

Don’t know if 
they know that

And more ….

Mustn’t forget this

That too …

Storylining calms the Nervous Parade of Knowledge  



Storylining helps us focus on what matters

Comments 
focus on minutiae



Storylining requires us to ‘communicate backwards’

InsightObservation 
# 1

Observation 
# 3

Observation 
# 2

We arrive at the insight by observing patterns during our analysis

We communicate the insight in reverse order

Insight Insight # 1.1 Insight # 1.3Insight # 1.2
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Let's start your journey toward clarity

Build some foundations

Rework an email

Introduce us and our approach

Exploit ideas in your work



We anchor our process around a 1-page ‘storyline’
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… that helps synthesize our ideas for us and our audience
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ü Rely on logic and structure 
to help us clarify and convey our 
ideas

ü Help us create order
so both we and our stakeholders 
have confidence in our messaging

ü Allow for limited short term memory 
capacity (holds max 3-5 items)



We use 3 
distinct thinking 
techniques

• Bottom-up thinking to 
accurately synthesize 
ideas

• Top-down thinking to 
push our thinking and 
save time 

• MECE to push us to find 
gaps and overlaps
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Thinking bottom-up fuels accuracy and synthesis

Thinking 
bottom-up 

boosts accuracy

<< INSIGHTFUL >>

So, what does 
that data 
mean?

Thinking 
bottom-up 

boosts accuracy



Synthesis offers a clear point of view that adds value

Summary
Describes what 
a set of data 
points says

We have 3 
options ...

Synthesis
Describes what 
the data   
means to your 
audience

Option B is 
best ...

Topic
Describes what 
we are talking 
about  

Options …

Data
Offers details

Thing 1
Thing 2 …



3. Synthesis
We should offer X no more than $1.23 per share 
to extract $Y upside over the coming 3 years.

1. Topic
Acquisition

2. Summary
X meets our acquisition criteria at $1.23 per 
share  

Synthesis offers more value than topics and summaries



<< INSIGHTFUL >>
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How could I 
back that up?

Thinking 
top-down 
saves time

Thinking top-down pushes our thinking and saves time



Idea 1 Idea 2

MECE DEFINITION

Idea 1 Idea 2

Mutually Exclusive

Idea 1 Idea 2

Idea 1 Idea 2 Idea 3

Collectively Exhaustive

Together, the ideas pass the MECE test

ü
✘
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Strong communication has 3 highly structured sections
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ü Short introduction
to draw the audience in

ü Single, powerful ‘so what’
to tie the whole story together

ü Logically ordered points
to support the so what in a highly 
logical and insightful way



What’s different?

292 words

304 words

EXERCISE



Our top 3 grouping patterns provide a powerful ‘kick starter’

Address X with A Address Y with B Address Z with C

We have a sound plan

We understand 
the problem / 
opportunity

We have a great 
solution

We can deliver We can manage 
the risks

Implement our great idea

Overall, we’re on track

We have completed X We have started Y We have a clear pathway 
to deliver remaining tasks 
on time

Action Jackson
For action plans

The Pitch
For proposals and 
recommendations

Traffic Light
For updates and compliance 
stories
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Our 4 top deductive patterns make storylining easier

Close the Gap
For improvement 
recommendations

Houston, we have a problem
For explaining how to solve 
problems

To B or not to B
For explaining which option is 
best

We need close the gap to ensure we 
succeed

Success requires 
us to meet XYZ 
criteria

However, do not 
meet all the 
necessary criteria

Therefore, we 
must do X to close 
the gap

Face a 
problem

X is cause Therefore fix X

Need to 
fix X to solve Y

We explored 3 
options to fix X

However, Option 
B is best

Therefore do B

Do B to fix X

We have been 
going well doing 
X, Y and Z

But we must 
address A, B & C 
problems

Therefore address 
A, B & C problems

Need to address A, B and C to ensure 
ongoing success with X, Y and Z Watch out!

To counter emerging risks
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Exploit the 
ideas in your 
own work

> Share where you will use 
the ideas next

> Complete the Mental 
Models course

> Use GO4CLARITY to get 
started on Clarity First 
before 15 June



My Express course runs you through  
The So What Strategy
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ü 11 x 20-minute modules
ü Notes
ü Exercises
ü Tools and templates
ü Discount for joining Clarity First 

(that doesn’t expire)



The book provides a ‘cook’s tour’ of our approach

> Quickly introduces theory

> Puts our 7 storyline patterns 
in context

> Provides a useful reference 
after the program



Clarity First Program opens again June and August

Classic Pathway – learn at own pace and receive 
small-group coaching as you progress from Core to 
Sprint to Momentum

Intensive Pathway – complete the Core on lockstep 
with Sprint over 3 months (Early Birds have longer)

Foundation Pathway – enjoy all levels and receive 
1-1 coaching from me


